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19fHIJTH
ATLANTIC
RACE

.....

finishing point."
The water problem was one which
plagued many yachts - as much from
leakage or ruptured tanks Madame
Pazzazz as from the unexpected duration
of the race - and Bertie's crew would have
been in real trouble but for 120 litres stored
separately in jerry cans.
Dave Abromowitz, who sailed with JJ
Provoyeur aboard Alan Tucker's 3CR12,
said the weather patterns throughout were
"a total turnaround on past races" and one
which left them groping around in the dark.
"We made a number of mistakes," he
said, "and the first was to under-estimate
our diesel needs, which allowed us to charge
our batteries for only 30 minutes each day.
This meant our weatherfax was largely inoperative. Had it worked properly, it is very
unlikely we would have made our decision
. to go north, out of the weather system
and
which kept Apple Macintosh
Momentum Life going. But we did make that
decision, and now we have to live with it!"
Spirits were very high the first night as
3CR12, reaching at 16 knots, surged north
and west, seemingly unstoppable.
"We felt very good," Abromowitz said.
"That boat is magic to handle and everything seemed to be going for us. Three days
later the wind started dropping and heading
us, and by the time we crossed the meridian
at about 21 S we were square on the port
gybe, with boatspeed right down. Without
weatherfax, we felt there had to be wind
further north, so we gybed around to about

320 degrees for 10 hours, covering only 8090 miles.

"At that point we had gybed in front of
Apple and Momentum, and when the wind
came through, and we were doing 9-10
knots, we thought: 'This is it!'. But the wind
lasted only about seven hours, and then
dropped flat. In that 24 hours Apple and
Momentum, which had both kept to the
southerly course, had covered about 50
miles more than ourselve~.
"This is· where sailing gets really frustrating, where you are forced to examine
your commitment to a certain course and
strategy. We kept asking ourselves if we
should move south again, but in the end
decided we were committed, and maintained a course of 275-280 degrees, heading
for a point just north of the island.
"The next day Apple and Momentum did
200 miles, while we did 150. Their repoirted
wind strength was 10 knots more than ours,
but there seemed nothing we could do
about it - except laugh! We rounded the
island a day and a half behind the others,
and just never made up that time."
For days 3CR12 lay virtually becalmed,
with daily runs of 50 - 85 miles. When not
wallowing in a hole, they were headed. They
approached and rounded the island under
headsail, a rig they held all the way to Punta.
An interesting point to note, however, is
that by Day 19, in spite of the light conditions, 3CR12 was about 50 miles ahea1dof
Rampant ll's position on the same day in the
1982 race - and about 20 miles closer in-
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shore. But whereas Rampant II logged daily
runs of 250 miles on the last leg down the
South American coast, 3CR12 logged 120150.

This was Abromowitz's third South
Atlantic race, and the most luxurious to
date. Eight up aboard a maxi is like cruising
on a liner (except for the breakfast in bed
and the birds) and for Abro at least the 25
day race seemed like a week's sailing.
"It was really fun, and I'll be there at the
startline next time!"
Ludde lngvall, unhappily back in Cape
Town to sort out some business details for
the Apple syndicate while Padda Kuttel sails
the maxi home through the Southern
Ocean, admitted that Momentum Life had
surprised them with her performance.
Unlike Padda though, he denied that the
Van der Laan/Gerhard Aab project could
have beaten them in heavier weather.
"It was like a cross-ocean match race,
except that we were never really close
enough to sail in the same wind. But they did
give us some very interesting moments in a
basically uneventful race. They were
certainly a lot quicker than in Rothmans
Week, and it was like playing cat and mouse
across the Atlantic. We'd spend half a day
sailing away from Momentum, then fall into
a hole and watch her appear hull-up over the
horizon to catch us up."
Apple's crew was disappointed that a
three-way tussle failed to develop when
3CR12 sailed out of the weather system Continued overleaf
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URUGUAY WRAP-UP
By John Fensham
WAS a month of contradictory and
most unprecedented weather systems
hich baffled the boffins, confused the
competitors and confounded crystal-gazers
on every yacht. It was a slow, sometimes
dreary, 4 SOO-milehaul in conditions which
sapped patience, eroded the competitive
drive, and depleted food and water supplies.
And underlying the post-race, return-towork blues and the bantering exchange of
anecdotes in the RCYC bar, there is some
very real speculation that the race is simply
too long. Nine yachts retired to Rio - tired,
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fed up and short of stores, even after days of
rationing. The shut-off deadline had to be
extended to give the tail-enders time to
finish; competitors
had to make
transAtlantic appeals for leave extensions,
festivities at Punta had to be a lot shorter
than most would have liked, and most of all,
there was the aftertaste of boredom.
Yet who can doubt that those same
people now voicing protests, will be at the
startline for the next Cape to Uruguay race,
raring to go? Including Nigel Clack, after
"the most boring month of my life", including Dave Abromowitz, whose laid-back
style effectively keeps ennui at bay; including Bertie Reed, whose only impatience is

with losing.
"We had magnificent sailing the first
week, with daily runs of 180 miles and over.
From then on it was light, frustrating stuff,
usually on the nose," Bertie said. "In conditions like this, by the time you reach the
island you've had enough. I think we could
have substantially reduced our elapsed time
of 32 days and 7 hours if we'd gone four-up
instead of five - and we wouldn't have had
to ration our water so drastically after our
tanks leaked- but the real problem was the
frustratingly light winds. At one stage we
were down to five miles in four hours! I really
think the course should be re-examined,
and we should try to get Rio back as the
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Send for brochure and specifications to
find out more about this highly
successful cruising yacht.

Available complete
or
in kit form
• FINANCE AVAILABLE

The Farr 38 was designed as a pure cruising yacht
with features that are good in racing yachts, like
speed, which excels that of most two tanners, but
with more 'Controlled downwind performance, and
also the ability to go to weather. Most important is
safety. The Farr 38 is strong, with high stability and
the spacious interior has been designed for comfortable livin~J.
The Farr 38 has complete interior fibreglass modules,
including headliners, full galley, saloon, forepeak,
heads, etc This reduces costs and makes the Farr
38 light and strong for rapid and inexpensive home
completion if required.
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"which made a joke of every pilot chart,
sailing direction and statistic that has ever
been written about the South Atlantic" and became very worried when Momentum
moved southward after T rindade - particularly when they sat for more than eight
huu!"s off Rio del Plata. As it turned out,
however, the southward move was a
mistake on Aab's part, and Padda's decision
to maintain course, in the face of light headwinds which forced them to rock-hop down
the coast, was the right one.
Apple's performance pleased everyone,
proving that she can do as well in very light
conditions as any ULDB - and perhaps
better. Her performance in really heavy
downwind conditions, of course, will be
tested during Kuttel's attempt at a PuntaCape Town record, dipping down to about
45 degrees south on a great circle course.
Those light conditions, of course, meant a
lot of heavy work for her crew in extremely

Spirit of CIW II powers in to
finish, flying their favourite
Hood . 75 oz. Tri-star
spinnaker

hot, humid conditions. After one blow off
Koeberg, which destroyed the .75 spinnaker
- "It had been well used aboard Flyer, and
was pretty worn," - Apple's crew had to
find and use every puff possible, which
meant an unending sequence of trimming
and sail changing.
One of these changes, which lngvall feels
was a mistake, was to replace the light,
racing main for the heavier cruiser-weight
one. This was motivated by the heavier
winds in the early stages of the race, and by
concern for the sun-vulnerable Kevlar sail
they intend using in the WRTWR.
"As soon as we'd changed it, we ran into
bits and pieces of wind that were all over the
place, and I'm sure we'd have done better
with the lighter main. But we can't complain
about our three-hour handicap loss. We
may have made it up by sailing a different
course, or by using the lighter sail, but by the
same token we could have lost that time by

WINNERS
CHOOSE
HOOD SAILS

SAILMAKERS
ALL OTHERS FOLLOW

URUGUAY RACE
RESULTS
Spirit of CIW II

1st Overall
1st Class 2
Apple Macintosh
1st Line Honours
2nd Overall
1st Class 1
Hood Sallmakers (SA), Firs! Floor, Island Centre,

Paarden Elland Road, P.O. Box 543, Paarden Eiland,
Cape Town. Tel. (021) 51-2154/5.
Hood Salls, Transvaal: The Yacht Shop, Bramley

~!=e~:=.1'1ef~~1i
~1!-~~:~
Drive, Bramley,
Hood Salls, Natal: Seamark, 38 Fenlon Road,
Durban, 4001. Tel. (031) 6-5726.
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Our ~advice to
everyone faced with
a ne,w decision.
Dem1and exactly as
much from your next
engi1ne, as you will
from1your next boat.

-

Sailing is nio different from anything else. There are
still plenty of people, who are only too willing to
compromi!;e - and with boats too, are too readily
satisfied with too little.

Left to right: Roy White, Tim Facey, Peter
Wesselink, Lynnath Beckley and Ernest
uan der Loan. Their first beer in 29 days!
fallinginto a hole. You have to live with these
things, just as 3CR12 had to live with her
tactical error."
Jan Reuvers, skipper of Three Spears,
was still shaking his head three weeks after
the race ended, completely baffled by the
freakish weather they encountered.
"In 32 days we had 21 days of headwinds.
This is unreal. Except for the last two days,
in which we did 180 and 185 mile runs, we
never used the spinnaker. And I go cold
when I think that we very nearly left our
headsails behind. At the last minute I
decided to put in the No. 3, which was the
sail we used most on the race. We had only
one No. 1, and without that No. 3 we'd have
been sunk. Nobody who talked about it
after the race could understand the weather
patterns. There weren't even any waves to
surf on!"
In the second week Reuvers, battling in
almost windless conditions, saw a sail ahead
and moved slowly towards it. The yacht
turned out to be Bertie Reed's Interflora
Retrans (winner of the SAILING INLAND
AND OFFSHORE prize), and the two
yachts dawdled together in mid-ocean, exchanging news before going their separate
ways.
Most competitors agreed that the "windward" leg after rounding T rindade was the
most trying. It is a long, long home straight
characterised by stormy headwinds and unpredictable seas - Apple experienced four
highs and four lows in eight days! - and
after that frustrating haul from Cape Town,
it was just too much.
"We must think hard about going back to
Rio," Dave Abramowitz said. "From every
point of view - sailing duration, home
commitments, jobs - the race is too long,
particularly for the smaller, slower boats. If it
can be arranged, I think the race willbenefit
greatly from a shorter course."

On the othier hand, people who go about everything
in life more, wholeheartedly, will also, when it comes
to sailing, 1paymuch more attention to the
engineering and technology of a boat and its
equipment. And will choose a boat, which matches
their seafaring aspirations and demands best.

URUGUAY RACE
FINAL RESULTS
HANDICAP PLACINGS:
Elapsed Time

Corrected Time

1. SPIRIT OF CIW II

703:08:09

531 :40:32

2. APPLE MACINTOSH

534:31 :42

534:31:42

3. MOMENTUM LIFE

552:31 :42

550:27:37

4. THREE SPEARS

764:04:24

556:41:14

Name

Spirit of CIW II incurred a 3:30:55 penalty for failure to report by radio
for six days. Other yachts penalised were Sancho Panza (15:41:14)
and Skorpion (19:06:36). Penalties were calculated according to the
following formula:
Up to 5 days missed ..............................
No penalty
6-10 days missed ...................
0,5 percent of elapsed time
11-15 days missed ................................
1,0 percent
16-20 days missed ................................
1,5 percent
_.........
_..... 2,0 percent
Over 20 days missed ..............
CORRECTED

TIME

All Classes
1. Spirit of CIW
2. Apple Macintosh
3. Momentum Life
4. Three Spears
5. Elangeni.
Class I
1. Apple Macintosh
2. Momentum Life
3. Paper Pack Voortrekker II
Class II
1. Spirit of CIW
2. Elangeni
3. Playgirl.
Class III
1. Three Spears
2. lnterflora Retrans
3. Wings.

ELAPSED TIME

Class I
1. Apple Macintosh
2. Momentum Life
3. 3CR12.
Class II
1. Spirit of CIW
2. Madame Pazzazz
3. Elangeni.
Class III
1. Three Spears
2. Interflora Retrans
3. Wings.

So if you'r1eone of those people, who don't believe
that cheapest is necessarily best, you should use
exactly the, same criteria when choosing your next
engine. For instance, use your critical sense of
judgement: to decide whether what was right
yesterday, still holds true today. And whether the
boatbuilde1r's "standard" engine is really the best
your moneiy can buy.
Our advicE~:
demand as much from an engine as we do.
If you would like to discover all the other
advantage,s of choosing BMW, please write to us.
We'd be d1elightedto send you full information by
return.

----------------~I would like to know more about the advantage of BMW engines.
Please send me information about
D BMW marine diesels with 4.5-33 kW
D BMW marine diesels with 100 and 121 kW
D BMW marine engines with 88-140 kW

Name_·___________________

_

Address_·--------------------

MarinE~
Distributors
(Pty)Ltd.O:
P.O. Box 391042, Bramley 2018
Telephone (011) 786-2960

BM~iMarine

Sheer boating pleasure.
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